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CALL FOR SOLIDARITY
Over 10,000 of our colleagues, all education professionals, will exercise their right to strike once
again, in support of the collective agreement renewal negotiations. Tomorrow, May 19, 2021,
members of the Fédération des professionnelles et professionnels de l’éducation du Québec
(FPPE-CSQ) will strike for a second day in relation to the current round of public and parapublic
sector negotiations.
Over 10,000 of our colleagues, all education professionals, will exercise their right to strike
once again, in support of the collective agreement renewal negotiations. Tomorrow,
May 19, 2021, members of the Fédération des professionnelles et professionnels de
l’éducation du Québec (FPPE-CSQ) will strike for a second day in relation to the current
round of public and parapublic sector negotiations.
Of course, we are calling on all CSQ members to show their support for our colleagues,
notably by honouring picket lines.
Anyone interested in joining the picket lines should refer to the list of institutions
on strike at the bottom of this page.

Wallpapers to support FPPE-CSQ members
To show your solidarity with our striking colleagues, we suggest a few wallpapers
you can use while you have work videoconferences; they can be found on this website:
negociation.lacsq.org.

Wallpaper – FPPE French

Wallpaper – FPPE English

Wallpaper – FPPE
neutral - French

Wallpaper – FPPE
neutral - English

List of institutions on strike
• École Antoine-Bernard,
Carleton
• École secondaire
du Triolet/Centre
administratif CSSRS/
Centre 24-Juin, pavillon
PTI, Sherbrooke

• École secondaire
Fernand-Lefebvre,
Sorel-Tracy
• École secondaire
Père-Marquette, Montréal
• École secondaire
Monseigneur-Richard,
Verdun

• École secondaire
Grande-Rivière, Gatineau

• École Manikoutai,
Sept-Îles

• École secondaire
La-Porte-du-Nord,
Chibougamau

• École secondaire
Cardinal-Roy, CFP
Wilbrod-Bhérer and École
hôtelière de la Capitale,
Québec

• Polyvalente des Rivières,
Forestville

• CSS de l’Énergie,
Shawinigan

The Legault government and its illusions
On May 2, the Legault government decided to share with the
people of Québec the offers made to the education, CEGEP
and healthcare personnel, and, in doing so, shifted the focus
away from several issues. The CSQ takes a closer look at the
government’s claims. We encourage you to keep sharing it!
negociation.lacsq.org/wp-content/uploads/
2021/05/2021-257_Nego_v7.pdf

May 17, 2021 actions: CSQ members will not be left
out in the cold
Demonstrating their commitment to negotiate despite
government offers leaving them out in the cold, CSQ members
sent a motorhome decked out with their bargaining campaign’s
colours and theme: Things need to change, now!
For CSQ President Sonia Ethier, the fact that the government
is already suggesting that negotiations are coming to an end,
while most bargaining tables have not received any extra
resources in the past few months, is appalling. She believes
that it is the government’s duty to carry out
genuine negotiations. Putting on this type of
show of strength against the public services’
predominantly female workers must stop.
“It would be irresponsible, given the widespread
working conditions crisis in our institutions and
the extent of problems experienced every day
by thousands of women and men who support
schoolchildren, students and patients, for the
government to lead public services in a deadend by choosing to ignore the warning signs heard throughout our workplaces and our
entire personnel sounding the alarm,” states Sonia Ethier.
“The Legault government does not seem to realize that in school, healthcare and CEGEP
settings, we need teams on the ground to make a difference,” adds the CSQ President.
“Specific agreements alone will not be enough to meet current needs. The Premier has
to stop shifting the focus away from the school, college and healthcare staff now. The
last thing these workers need is for their working conditions to be at a standstill, and
dishonest ad campaigns or the government’s trickery won’t help change a thing.”

To watch the event:
fb.watch/5zSC202Huo
Julie-Catherine Pélissier
CSQ Director – National Negotiations
and Social Security

To view the French version of this newsletter, visit the Info-Négo section of our website.

TO STAY ABREAST OF
THE NEGOTIATIONS…
Follow the evolution of public and parapublic sector
negotiations by visiting the CSQ website
and subscribing to the newsletter.
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